The ability of a gas dissolving device to improve the DO condition of water is evaluated using the oxygen transfer rate. Usually the oxygen transfer rate is measured in mixing-type treatment, where air bubbles are released in the water tank. This method, however, has some disadvantages, such as that it cannot be used for compressed-type gas dissolving devices and that it requires the evaluation of the overall gas transfer coefficient. The present study proposes a convenient method of evaluating the oxygen transfer rate which is applicable to gas dissolving devices of both compressed and pressure-free types, applicable to water with an arbitrary DO concentration, and does not require the evaluation of the overall gas transfer coefficient. Evaluation of DO improvement is done using the equivalent DO increment, devised to eliminate the influence of the DO concentration of the water before treatment. The value of the oxygen transfer rate is represented as the value at a temperature of 20 degrees Celsius. Laboratory experiments to check the method have shown that the proposed method of measurement is valid.
INTRODUCTION
Recently water quality in lakes or inner bays has created serious problems. These problems appear as eutrophication and anoxic water. Anoxia is the state of lowered concentration of dissolved oxygen in the water. Problems of increasing dissolved heavy metals or nutrient salts in the water have been pointed out 1)~3) . Therefore various gas dissolving devices have been developed. These devices can be classified into two types. The first type inhales the water lack in dissolved oxygen and does the oxygen dissolving operation, then releases the treated water into the surrounding water. We call this type "one-pass-type device". The one-pass type is further divided into "compressed type", which operates in compressed conditions realized by using a compressor, etc. 4)~8) , and "ordinary pressure type", which operates under atmospheric pressure 9)~17) . The second type of device releases bubbles into the water to be treated 18) ~21) , and its use has been widely attempted in the past. We will call it "non-one-pass type". The performance of a gas dissolving device in dissolving oxygen in water is evaluated by the oxygen transfer rate. This index denotes the mass of the oxygen transformed into liquid phase from the gas phase per unit time and has the unit [mass/time]. When we evaluate the rate of oxygen transfer into water, the following three conditions are generally imposed 22) : [1] Water temperature should be set at 20 [°C] . [2] The water should be free of dissolved materials such as salts. [3] The water should be in the condition of having the maximum driving force for dissolving oxygen, i.e., the dissolved oxygen concentration, DO concentration, of the water to be treated should be 0[mg/L].
In this paper, we denote the oxygen transfer rate satisfying all three conditions as "N (20) ", emphasizing the water temperature of 20 [°C] . Though the more common of the gas dissolving devices to recover the oxygen dissolution condition of environmental water has been the non-one-pass type, recently various devices of the one-pass type with high performance have been proposed 4) ~17) , and it is easily expected that one-pass-type devices will become popular in the near future. On the other hand, as a problem of the method of measuring a device's performance in dissolving oxygen, existing methods of measuring the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , have been restricted to the non-one-pass-type devices and the ordinary pressure one-pass-type devices, and it is difficult for existing methods to measure the oxygen dissolving performance of the compressed one-pass-type gas dissolving devices. For if we apply the existing method to high-pressure-type devices, a significant portion of the oxygen dissolved in compressed conditions will be released from the water as bubbles when the water is left in atmospheric pressure conditions. Since existing methods require the evaluation of the overall gas transfer coefficient, K L a, measurement of the dissolved oxygen concentration should be done several times during the treatment process, which takes time during experimental work.
In this situation, development of methods for measuring the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , which would be available for one-pass-type gas dissolving devices working in both compressed and pressure-free conditions, is desired. In this paper we propose a method for measuring the oxygen transfer rate, satisfying the above desire, and then check the method's validity through a laboratory experiment. The proposed method for measuring the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , does not require the evaluation of the overall gas transfer coefficient, K L a, and therefore does not require the repeated measurement of the DO concentration during the test, which shortens the test time.
METHODS FOR MEASURING THE OXYGEN TRANSFER RATE N (20)
Firstly, we explain existing methods of measuring the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , and the problem with these methods, and then describe the proposed method of measurement, which would be available for one-pass-type gas dissolving devices.
(1) Existing measuring methods
22)~26)
The principle, calculation method and the problem of existing methods of measuring the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , are as found below. a) Principle of measurement and calculation method Fig.1 shows the schematic view of the existing method of measurement of the mixing-type test for a gas dissolving apparatus, in which measured items are indicated. The gas dissolving device is denoted as GDD and this is used in all of the figures in this paper. Fig.1(a) is an example of the test for non-one-passtype devices, and (b) is that of the test for one-passtype devices at atmospheric pressure. We will call the previous method "mixing-type test". As was de-scribed in Chapter 1, this method of testing cannot be used for one-pass-type devices working in compressed conditions. In the existing test method, one measures the DO concentration several times during the test, then calculates the overall gas transfer coefficient, K L a (T) , from the time series of the DO concentration for the experimental conditions of water temperature T [°C] and volume of the water being treated V [L] . The Manual of Sewage Test Method of Japan 23) and the report by Hirayama et al. 24) , 25) show that several methods-unsteady method, the moment method, the Table Cs method, the Cs measuring method, the difference of logarithm method, the 2 nd order moment method-exist for evaluating the value of K L a (T) , and that the suitable method should be selected by considering the experimental device for which the test is to be done and the experimental conditions. It is said that the experimental accuracy for the unsteady method and the moment method, which require reducing the DO concentration of the water to be treated to zero, is not high since sodium sulfite, too much of which has been placed in the water for it to be dissolved, remains in solid form, and tends to continue to decrease the DO concentration during the test. The other methods, the Table Cs method, the Cs measuring method, the difference of logarithm method, and the 2 nd order moment method, which do not have to decrease the DO concentration of the water to be treated, do not seem to have the above problem.
It has been made clear in the calibration of the present study that the Table Cs 
This gives the rate of increase of DO concentration for the case in which oxygen dissolving treatment is done under the condition that there is no oxygen consuming materials in the water to be treated. From eq.(1), the following equation is obtained:
where C is a constant of integration. Eq.(2) implies that the relationship between ln(DO s(T) − DO) and t should be linear with the slope −K L a (T) . Therefore, in the application of the theory to measurement, the relation between the pairs of measured data of (DO i , t i ) is plotted on a semi-log scale, and then the value of K L a (T) can be determined by means of the least squares method, where the value of DO s(T) is determined from the standard table 26) . K L a (T) is converted into the value at the temperature 20 [°C] using eq.(3) to satisfy the first condition imposed 22) :
where K L a (20) is the overall gas transfer coefficient at the temperature 20 [°C] and θ is the correction factor for temperature. The value of θ ranges from 1.016 to 1.047, and θ=1.02 22) is usually used. By applying eq. (1) to the temperature 20[°C], eq.(4) is obtained:
where DO s (20) is the saturated value of the DO concentration at the temperature 20 [°C] . If both sides of eq.(4) are multiplied by the volume of the water under aeration treatment, V [L], eq. (5) is obtained:
The above equation expresses the mass of the oxygen which originally exists in the gas phase and enters the liquid phase per unit time when the water with an arbitrary DO concentration is under aeration treatment at water temperature 20 [°C] . From condition [3] in Chapter 1 that the DO concentration to be treated should be zero, we have to put DO=0[mg/L] on the right-hand side of eq. (5) when we evaluate the oxygen transfer rate using the equation. By this, all of the three conditions for defining the oxygen transfer rate are satisfied, and the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , is given by eq. (6): ( 20 20 (6) As was mentioned before, DO s (20) is the saturated value of the DO concentration at water temperature 20 [°C] and is determined from the standard table 26) . b) Problem to be solved As was mentioned before, the use of existing methods of measuring the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , is restricted to the non-one-pass-type devices and the one-pass pressure-free type. They cannot be used for the one-pass compressed-type device. The problems of the previous measuring methods are summarized as follows: 1. The time series of the DO concentration during treatment is required in order to obtain the overall gas transfer coefficient, K L a, and therefore the experimental work takes a long time. 2. Evaluation of the overall gas transfer coefficient, K L a, is required, and some methods need manpower. 3. Some methods for calculating the overall gas transfer coefficient, K L a, need to reduce the DO concentration of the water to be treated to zero at the beginning of the test, which leads to lowered accuracy. 4. It is impossible to control the transfer of oxygen through the water surface, making it difficult to evaluate the oxygen transfer rate.
(2) Separate-type equivalent ΔDO method An explanation is given here for the method of measuring the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , using the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method, the main theme of this paper. As was mentioned before, this method can be used for both pressure-free and compressed conditions of the one-pass-type device. a) Principle of measurement and calculation method Fig.2 shows a simplified figure of the device, the data from which is used for the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method. The measured items are indicated. Fig.2 (a) and (b) are examples of a one-pass-type device used in pressure-free and compressed conditions respectively. We will call these "separate-type experiments". This type of experiment separates water before treatment from the water after treatment. This can be used only for one-pass-type experiments. Though (a) and (b) in Fig.2 are drawn as similar sketches, the oxygen dissolving treatment using the pressure-free-type device is done such that the aerating part is exposed to the atmosphere, as will be shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 . The flow rate of the treated water, Q w [L/min], which passes through the gas dissolving device during time t [min], is given using the volume of the water treated during that time, V 2 [L], as shown in eq. (7):
The evaluation is attempted for increments of DO concentration in the water by the operation of the gas dissolving device. Especially, the evaluation is done in relation to condition [3] imposed for the definition of the oxygen transfer rate, namely that the DO concentration of the water to be treated should be 0[mg/L]. This condition reflects the circumstance that the increment of the DO concentration of the water to be treated, whose value of DO concentration is zero, becomes maximum when several water samples with the same volume but different DO concentrations are treated in the same operating conditions.
If we denote the DO concentration of the water before treatment, i.e., the original DO concentration, as DO 1 and the DO concentration after treatment as DO 2 , the increment of DO concentration due to the operation is given as ΔDO=DO 2 − DO 1 . When the original value of DO concentration, DO 1 , is not zero, the increment of the DO concentration due to the operation, ΔDO=DO 2 − DO 1 , should be evaluated from the point of view of how large an amount the value of the above DO increment would have gained if the value of DO 1 had been zero. This imaginary DO increment is called here "equivalent ΔDO" and denoted by ΔDO 0 [mg/L]. The process deriving the form of ΔDO 0 is given below. When we integrate the equation for aeration device, eq. (1), with respect to t over the interval t = t 1 ~ t 2 with K L a (T) constant, the following equation will be obtained:
where DO 1 and DO 2 are the values of DO concentration at time t 1 and t 2 , respectively. This equation yields the following equation:
According to the above equation, if K L a (T) and the length of time interval are kept constant, (DO 2 −DO 1 )/(DO s(T) −DO 1 ) remains constant. Also, since time interval t 2 −t 1 corresponds to the time required for the treatment process in the one-pass-type aeration tank, t 2 −t 1 and K L a (T) can be considered to be constant when the gas dissolution device is operated at steady conditions. If the treatment is steadily done, time taken for the water being treated to go through the aeration device is constant, and this time corresponds to the above time interval. Therefore, when we aerate two samples of water A and B with the same temperature T [°C] with different initial values of DO concentration DO 1 using the same device under the same operating conditions, i.e., same treatment time, (DO 2 −DO 1 )/(DO s(T) −DO 1 ) becomes the same for samples A and B. This fact is expressed using the mathematical equation. When eq. (9) is applied to samples A and B, the following relationship is obtained: 
The numerators of eq. (10), (DO 2A −DO 1A ) and (DO 2B −DO 1B ), are respectively the increments of the DO concentrations of samples A and B, and can be respectively put as ΔDO A and ΔDO B .
Now we consider a water sample whose initial DO concentration is zero as sample A, DO 1A =0, and a water sample whose initial DO concentration is nonzero as sample B, DO 1B ≠ 0. And then we put the numerator of the left-hand side to ΔDO 0(T) as the quantity corresponding to sample A, and express the quantities on the right-hand side as corresponding to sample B without using the suffix B. Eq. (10) is then rewritten in the following form:
where ΔDO is the increment of DO concentration obtained when the water with an arbitrary temperature T [°C] and initial DO concentration DO 1 is treated, and ΔDO 0(T) is the equivalent ΔDO at that time. Therefore, the following relationship is obtained.
From eq. (11), it is found that when we conduct an operation to increase the DO concentration of the water samples with a zero and a nonzero value of DO 1 as the initial values of DO concentration in the same conditions, the increase in DO concentration of the water with DO 1 as the initial value, ΔDO, becomes (DO s(T) −DO 1 )/DO s(T) times that of the water with zero as the initial DO concentration, ΔDO 0(T) , which is smaller than ΔDO. Therefore, it follows that the DO-improving performance of the device should be evaluated by the following quantity of ΔDO 0(T) :
As was mentioned before, ΔDO 0(T) is the equivalent ΔDO, and it can be said that this parameter expresses the potential of the DO increment of the device. This is closely related to the third condition for the definition of the oxygen transfer rate in the existing method. Now we explain this a little using a figure. Fig.3 shows a schematic view of the time series of the DO concentration obtained when the device is operated at steady conditions in the water with zero DO concentration. It follows that when we put time interval Δt as common, even though the increment of DO concentration, ΔDO, itself differs for the durations between time 0 and time Δt and between t 1 and t 2 = t 1 +Δt, the device identically works for DO improvement in the steady state operation. Thus, we can consider that the increment of DO concentration attained when the water with DO concentration DO 1 is aerated to become DO 2 , ΔDO = DO 2 −DO 1 , is equivalent to the increment of the DO concentration of some value attained when the water whose DO concentration is zero is aerated under the same treatment conditions. The imaginary value of DO increment introduced here is the equivalent DO increment and is referred to as the "equivalent ΔDO" throughout this paper. By introducing the equivalent ΔDO, we do not have to set the initial value of DO concentration of the sample to zero in the test. The equivalent ΔDO should be corrected for temperature. As was described in Chapter 1, a temperature of 20 [°C] is required per the definition of the oxygen transfer rate. In order to match this, we have to convert the equivalent ΔDO obtained at an arbitrary temperature T [°C], ΔDO 0(T) , to that at a temperature of 20 [°C] . The correction for temperature is done as discussed below using eq. (9) . When the initial value of DO concentration, DO 1 , is zero, the numerator of the left-hand side of eq. (9), ΔDO, becomes its converted value of ΔDO 0 . Then eq. (9) is written as in the following equation:
From eq. (14) K L a is expressed as in the following form:
Here, we consider the ratio of K L a given as a modification of eq. 
Since the left-hand sides of eq. (16) and (17) are identical, the following relationship holds: We will call eq.(19) "the correction of equivalent ΔDO for water temperature". Also, N (20) (20) where the saturation values of DO s(T) and DO s (20) 
In the following, we describe the correction for pressure required for the compressed one-pass-type gas dissolving devices, though the experimental verification has not been made in the present study. When we vary the pressure of gas in the water treatment process, the value of the DO concentration at saturation in eqs. (13) and (19) should be corrected. When we set the value of DO concentration at saturation condition after correcting for pressure as DO s ′[mg/L], the DO concentration at saturation condition at atmospheric pressure, read from the table 26) as DO s [mg/L], and the partial pressure of the oxygen in the water treatment system as 
The literature 29) says that the range within which Henry's principle holds is when "the partial pressure of the gas is not more than several atoms and that the solubility of the gas component, x 2 , does not exceed 0.03[mol/mol]." Referring to the actual compressed one-pass-type gas dissolving devices 5)~8)
, the pressure in the compressed tank is not more than about 0.7[MPa](7atom), for which x 2 calculated using the corrected value of DO concentration, DO s ′, given by eq.(21) becomes 0.00017[mol/mol], when water temperature is 20[°C] and pure oxygen is considered. It is sufficiently within the range where Henry's principle holds, and therefore it is seen that eq.(21) is applicable to various compressed one-pass-type gas dissolving devices ordinarily used. b) Characteristics of the proposed method The application of the method of measuring the oxygen transfer rate proposed in the present study, the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method, is restricted to one-pass-type gas dissolving devices. But it has the following advantages. 1. Calculation of the overall gas transfer coefficient, K L a, is not required, therefore the experimental work will take just a short time. 2. It does not need to decrease the DO concentration of the sample to zero at the beginning of the experiment, a practice which causes error. 3. Since the experimental work takes a short time, the influence of the exchange or transfer of oxygen through the water surface is negligible. 4. Since the experimental work takes a short time, measurement for much more conditions can be done compared with the previous methods with the same given test time. So far we have proposed a new method of measuring the oxygen transfer rate and outlined its characteristics. Next we will explain the proposed method through its application in a laboratory experiment.
VERIFICATIONS OF EQUIVALENT ΔDO AND THE CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATURE
The equivalent ΔDO given by eq.(13) and its correction for temperature given by eq. (19) are the original ones proposed by the authors. The validity for these was verified through measurement in a laboratory. The verification was carried out using the h-shaped gas dissolving device, which was developed by the authors' group 9)~13)
. It falls in the category of "pressure-free one-pass-type gas dissolving device" in the classification given in Chapter 1. The constitution and the principle of the working of this device will be explained below. Fig.4 shows an overall sketch of the device working in the field, and Fig.5 is the schematic view of the core of the device. An h-shaped pipe, connected at the lowest ends to two hoses expanding into the water in the lower part, which has low oxygen conce ntration, is set with its horizontal part a little higher than the water surface, and a bubbling device is locat- ed in the bent pipe about 30[cm] below the water surface. The ends of the two hoses are located apart so that the suction hose does not take in the water exhausted from another hose after treatment.
If aeration is continued in the pipe in this constitution, bubbles ascend in the pipe through the water and at the same time the bubbles induce the upward motion of the water in the pipe as a result of the air-lift effect. In order to compensate for the water being lifted upward in the pipe, the water outside is sucked into the hose connected to the bent pipe in which aeration is being done. Bubbles which reach the water surface will form a cluster in the pipe near the bend. This situation is similar to that realized when beer is poured into a cup. In this condition, the surface area of the liquid-gas boundary is much greater than for water normally contained in a vessel with the same volume (See Fig.5 and Photo 1). Much of the water thus lifted up becomes a component of the water constituting the thin film of bubbles of the bubble cluster, and the exchange of gas elements at the boundary between gas and liquid phases is done so as to the gas concentration in liquid phase approaches near its saturation value at atmospheric pressure.
Bubbles constituting the bubble cluster explode one after another, and the remaining bubbles are sent toward the straight vertical part of the h-shaped pipe through the horizontal part, along with the water for- [4] [5] [6]
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[12] [12] [13] [14] [1]h-type GDD [2] reservoir tank [3] container [4]container [5] container [6] tray [7] pump [8] valve to control flow rate [9] diffuser [10] air flowmeter [11] air blower [12] DO meter [13] mixer [14] drain med by the explosion of bubbles. Then most of the remaining bubbles explode and the gas contained in the bubbles is released into the atmosphere, while the water supplied with oxygen by the bubbles will descend through the straight vertical pipe. Finally, water containing rich oxygen is released into the outer water through the exhaust hose connected to the straight vertical pipe. Thus continuous oxygen dissolution is done in the water. It has been found from previous studies 9), 10) that the performance of oxygen dissolution depends on the aeration depth, H A , height of the inner bottom of the horizontal pipe, H U , and the volumetric flow rate of the gas supplied for aeration, Q g (see Fig.7 ).
(1) Verification of the equivalent ΔDO In order to verify the concept of equivalent ΔDO, ΔDO 0 , given by eq. (13), a test was done in a laboratory. a) Experimental method and conditions Fig.6 shows a schematic view of the experimental apparatus. The main part of the experimental apparatus consists of the h-type gas dissolving device [1] , reservoir tank to hold the water to be treated [2] , pump to lift the water to be treated [7] , container to keep water to be treated at a constant water level [3] , container to receive the water after treatment [4], another container [5] to receive the water flowing over from container [4] , diffuser for aeration [9] , and air blower to supply air to the diffuser [11] . The water levels of container [3] and container [4] were fixed for the sake of flow rate control. Water which flowed over from container [3] was received by tray [6] , and then it was drained. The experiment was done as described below.
Tap water of 200[L]
was reserved in the water tank [2] , then mixed using a mixer [13] while keeping the water temperature at about 12[°C]. 2. In order to lower the DO concentration of the water, sodium sulfite of 12~15[g] and a small quantity of cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate as a catalyst were thrown into the water in the tank [2] while mixing continued; then mixing was stopped when the DO concentration began to increase from its minimum value due to the oxygen dissolution at the water's surface. 3. In the condition that the water was being lifted by pump [7] from the tank [2] to container [3] , and that the water steadily flowed over from the container [3] into the tray [6] , the diffuser [9] began aeration in order to operate the h-shaped gas dissolving device [1] . 4. Water treatment was continued at the proper time after the treated water began to flow over from container [4] into container [5] . 5. As soon as the water treatment was finished, the values of the DO concentration of the water in containers [3] and [4] were measured using a DO meter [12] , as the values before and after treatment respectively, and they were considered respectively as DO 1 and DO 2 . Fig.7 shows the definition of the quantities which play important roles in oxygen dissolution. Table 1 shows the experimental conditions. 
b) Experimental results and discussion
The DO increment due to the water treatment described above, ΔDO = DO 2 −DO 1 , and the equivalent ΔDO, ΔDO 0 , given by eq. (13) were calculated from the measured values of DO concentration before and after water treatment. Fig.8 indicates the relation between DO 1 , ΔDO and ΔDO 0 . The figure shows that both the DO increment, ΔDO, and the equivalent ΔDO, ΔDO 0 , depend on the quantities indicated in Fig.7 , and that, though the values of ΔDO decrease as the DO concentration before treatment, DO 1 , increases, ΔDO 0 does not show any significant change. Therefore, it is found that ΔDO 0 given by eq. (13) expresses a potential for DO improvement of the one-pass-type gas dissolving device.
(2) Verification of the temperature correction equation Next, an experiment to verify the temperature correction equation for the equivalent ΔDO given by eq.(19) was conducted. a) Experimental procedure and conditions The experimental apparatus used was the same as indicated in Fig.6 . The experimental conditions are given in Table 2 . The experimental procedure was the same as described in 
EVALUATION OF THE OXYGEN TRANSFER RATE N (20)
The oxygen transfer rate N (20) of the h-shaped gas dissolving device was evaluated by two methods, the existing one and the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method proposed here. Therefore the validity of the proposed method will be discussed by comparing the results obtained by the two methods. Photo 2 Sheet set on the water surface.
(1) Measuring method and experimental conditions The oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , was measured by means of both the existing method described in Chapter 2 and the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method proposed in this study. Experiments were conducted for 8conditions, shown in Table 3 . As for the mixing-type method, the volume of water, the rate of rotation of the mixer, and whether there is a sheet covering the water surface were added to the conditions for the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method. For these conditions, an asterisk is indicated in Table 3 . a) Measurement by the previous mixing-type experiment Fig.10 shows a schematic view of the experimental apparatus used for measurement of the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , by means of the existing mixing-type experiment. In this method of experiment, the observed value of the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , contains both elements due to the h-shaped gas dissolving device and due to the effect of the dissolution at the water surface. Therefore, a sheet to prevent the dissolution of oxygen through the water surface was used to cover the water surface. We will call this sheet the "water surface sheet." The water surface sheet is a commercially sold vinyl cushion cut so as to match the configuration of the water surface in the reservoir tank [5] as shown in Photo 2. The experiment was made as follows: without water surface sheet with water surface sheet Fig.11 Time series of DO conc. in mixing-type experiment for both cases of with and without the water surface sheet.
Tap water with a volume of 200[L]
was placed in the reservoir tank [5] . While stirring up the water using a mixer [7] , sodium sulfite of 12~15[g] and a small quantity of cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate as a catalyst were thrown into the reservoir tank. 2. When the DO concentration began to gradually increase after it had decreased to reach the minimum value, the vinyl cushion sheet was used to cover the water surface and the water temperature was measured. 3. The gas dissolving device [1] began to be operated by forming bubbles using the diffuser [2] . Then the DO concentration was measured for 15 minutes every 1 minute. The oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , was calculated by the method described in 2.(1) b) using the time series of DO concentration obtained by the above procedure, the volume of water in the reservoir tank [5] , V=200 [L] , and the water temperature, T [°C] .
In order to examine the effect of the water surface sheet, the time series of the DO concentration was measured for 15 minutes after the above actions 1 and 2 were done, while mixing the water in the reservoir tank and without operation of the h-shaped gas dissolving device, for both cases of with and without the water surface sheet. The result is indicated in Fig.11 without the water surface sheet, while its increment was only about 0.07[mg/L] in the case with the water surface shee. Therefore, it is clear that the water surface sheet was effective in suppressing oxygen dissolution through the water surface in this experiment. b) Measurement by the separation-type equivalent ΔDO method As the second method, the separation-type equivalent ΔDO method proposed in this study and described in 2.(2) was used to measure the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) . The apparatus used for the measurement was as shown in Fig.6 , and the experimental procedure was the same as that described in 3. (1) a) . The oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , was obtained by the method of calculation described in 2.(2) b) using the measured values of DO concentration before and after water treatment, DO 1 (2) Experimental results and discussion Fig.12 shows the correlation of the results of the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , of the h-shaped pipe-type gas dissolving device evaluated by the previous mixing-type experiment, and the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method proposed in this study. The graph means that when the plots are nearer to a diagonal line, the values of oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , obtained by the two methods are more closely correlated. In the figure, closed and open circles indicate the results of the cases with and without the water surface sheet respectively. The figure shows that the previous mixing-type method with the water surface sheet gives almost the same values for the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , as those obtained by the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method proposed in the present study. The value of the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , obtained by the previous method without the water surface sheet gives a greater value than that obtained by the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method. It is considered that in the mixing-type experiment without a water surface sheet, a significant quantity of the oxygen had been dissolved at the water surface and that this quantity had been added to the dissolution by the h-shaped gas dissolving device itself. On the other hand, in the case of the separate-type experiment, the time for water treatment is considered to be relatively short, about 0.3~1 [min] in the present experiment. Therefore, dissolution of the oxygen at the water surface is negligible and it is considered that the measured value of N (20) by the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method indicates the value attained by the h-shaped gas dissolving device itself. By considering the above results, it is plausible that the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method is the appropriate one to evaluate the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , of the one-pass-type gas dissolving device. As was mentioned in Chapter 1, since it is difficult for the existing method to evaluate the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , for the compressed one-pass-type gas dissolving device, comparison of the values of N (20) obtained by the two methods is impossible. Therefore, the test for the compressed one-pass-type gas dissolving device was not done in the present study. The difference in the method of evaluating the oxygen transfer rate, N (20) , for the compressed-type and pressure-free-type devices is only the correction for the saturated value of DO concentration given by eq. (21) . For that problem, it has been shown by the authors that when the pressure in the tank of the compressed-type gas dissolving device increases, the values of DO concentration after water treatment align along a line of almost the same slope as that through the central part of the plots of the saturated DO concentration versus pressure. Therefore, it is considered that the separate-type equivalent DO method proposed in the present study is applicable for one-pass-type gas dissolving devices of both compressed and pressure-free types.
APPLICATION OF THE SEPARATE-TY PE EQUIVALENT ΔDO METHOD
As was mentioned in 2.(1), the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method does not need to calculate the overall gas transfer coefficient, K L a, in the evaluation process. On the other hand, the value of K L a is a quite convenient one when we try to estimate the (20) by separate type experiment [1/min] K L a (20) by mixed type experiment [1/min] with wa ter surfa ce sheet without water surface sheet (22) where V f is the volume of water to be treated in the field. Fig.13 shows the correlation between the values of K L a obtained by the previous mixing-type experiment described in 4. (1) and that obtained by use of eq. (22), and the N (20) obtained by the separate-type equivalent method proposed. Now V f in eq. (22) corresponds to the volume of water V=200[L] of the experimental conditions for mixing-type experiments indicated in 4.(1) a) (see Table 3 ). The figure indicates that the value of K L a (20) obtained by the previous mixing-type experiment with the water surface sheet shows nearly the same value obtained by eq. (22) . Therefore, the value of K L a (20) calculated by eq. (22) is considered to be valid, while the value of K L a (20) obtained by the previous mixing-type experiment without the water surface sheet is significantly greater than that obtained by eq. (22) . The result described here corresponds to the results indicated in Fig.12 . Fig.14 shows the schematic view of the system formed by a one-pass-type gas dissolving device with a DO meter, a flowmeter, and a pressure meter that operates in the field. If the gas dissolving device operates steadily and the measuring devices are able to give the time series of the appropriate quantities, it is possible to make a continuous measurement of N (20) by the separate-type equivalent ΔDO method. It is also expected that any unusual condition of the gas dissolving device will be detected at an early stage by this system of measurement.
